totally dominated pedagogy under capitalism, would educate the whole man. Art, therefore, would no longer be the special aesthetic province of the ruling classes, but the natural condition of every life.
In permanent exile after the failed revolutions of 1848, Marx set out to write a six-part treatise on economics in which he proposed to examine capital, landed property, wage labour, the state, foreign trade, and the world market. In pursuit of this design, he wrote hundreds of pages of notes to himself, but would never finish the general work that he set out to write. The notes, which were published as the Grundrisse der Kritik der Politischen Ökonomie in 1939, contain the sole indicators of Marx's complete economic theory.
In the Introduction to the Grundrisse, Marx comments on the complex relationship between art and society. Although society always had to be understood as the premise of art, these two spheres evidently did not evolve through history as a readily ascertainable series of economic causes and aesthetic effects. He wondered why, for example, modern man still responded to the aesthetic appeal of classical Greek art. The ancient Greeks had lived amidst primitive economic conditions and yet had produced timeless art and poetry. Marx could only explain the enduring appeal of Greek civilization by calling attention to the 'eternal charm' that the historical childhood of humanity holds for us. Immature social conditions had given rise 'to this art [which] can never recur', and we moderns appreciate it not for any social or economic reason but for its aesthetic power and beauty. Marx did not think that all culture was the same. He responded to 'great' art and literature, noting that their intrinsic qualities cannot be reduced to contemporary political and class issues.
Convinced that the Industrial Revolution had resulted in a terrible disaster for culture, Marx echoed many of the Romantics' complaints against modernity. But unlike Romantic reactionaries who objected to modernization on principle, Marx wanted it to come under communist auspices. Only a communal mode of production could stop the relentless forces of profiteering unleashed by capitalism and create a fully human culture. Meanwhile, alienation would afflict every individual caught in the trap of capitalist modernization.
For the rest of his life, Marx devoted as much time and energy as he could to a systematization of the fragmentary ideas and lines of thought in the Grundrisse. Failing health and one financial crisis after another forced him to delay publication of his research on economics. Not until 1859 did he present a manuscript to his publisher in Germany, Zur Kritik der Politischen Ökonomie (A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy). The book dealt only in a limited and tentative way with the first theme of the Grundrisse -capital -and passed virtually unnoticed in the intellectual world.
Nevertheless, A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy became a landmark publication for Marxists because in it, as the book's editors for the Collected Works edition observed, Marx 'made public for the first time some of the findings of his theoretical research'. In the 'Preface', Marx pithily explained what he called 'the guiding principle of my studies'. History could only be understood in the complex relational terms that existed between the economic substructure and the cultural superstructure. He had shown in numerous earlier works how the mode of production conditions the general process of social, political, intellectual, and aesthetic life. Now, however, he rendered the point fully explicit as the theoretical basis of Marxism.
For the depth of its research and the topical range of its concerns, however, Das Kapital (Capital) (1867) eclipsed A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy. In the intellectual history of Europe, Capital occupies the supreme place of eminence in the socialist left's attack on the world that the money power of industrial capital created. As always, Marx sought to change reality, not merely to analyse it. Capital is a typical Marx book in its combination of rigorous socio-economic analysis and energetic propaganda for the proletarian cause. It remains the foremost example of applied historical materialism. Between A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy and Capital, Marx had read Darwin's Origin of Species (1859), a book that gave him a new way of thinking about the historical dialectic. Under the influence of Darwin, Marx came to view the formation of society as a process analogous to that of the natural world.
